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What must 
happen for 
learning to 

occur?



The Learner MUST
• Process information
• Make connections
• Evaluate arguments
• Interpret
• Be ACTIVE 

Problem solve, analyze, apply, design, construct



Learning is Invisible
Capturing the Visible Evidence of Invisible Learning

Randy Bass 
Assistant Provost for Teaching and Learning Initiatives at Georgetown University



Learner Actions:
1. Actively participate, practice, do
2. Gauge one’s own learning
3. Solve problems
4. Apply and transfer knowledge
5. Learn with and from others
6. Learn to think conceptually



Teacher Actions:
1. Gauge student learning.
2. Give opportunities for students to 

gauge their own learning.
3. Give students problems to solve.
4. Help students apply and transfer 

knowledge.
5. Encourage collaborative learning.
6. Help students think conceptually.





Teach by asking questions
The Socratic Method

à Dialogues
à Using Questions 
• To challenge assumptions
• To expose contradictions
• To lead to new knowledge/ wisdom
• To teach students to think by themselves



Teach by asking questions
• SRS/ Polling software 
• Low tech – flash cards







Teach by asking questions
What makes a good question?

It depends on what is your learning objective.



Bloom’s Taxonomy: Question Types



Celsius à Farenheit
Conversion Formula:  
T(*F) = T(*C) x 9/5 + 32

Problem: Convert 20 degrees Celsius 
to degrees Fahrenheit. 

Answer: T(*F) = 20*C x 9/5 + 32 

= 68*F



Conversion Formula:  
T(*F) = T(*C) x 9/5 + 32

Problem: When it is 10 degrees Celsius, what is the 
temperature in degrees Fahrenheit? 

Answer:  a. 24.4 degrees
b. 50 degrees
c. 75.6 degrees
d. 33.8 degrees

Celsius à Farenheit



1. Gauge student learning
Level: Knowledge / Comprehension

• Teach X à Students do X
• Did they understand/ Can they do it?

if No  à
if Yes à

Active Learning ßà Agile Teaching



An instructor said:
• “I used to spend an entire class period on that 

topic. Today, after one polling question, I knew (for 
the most part) they got it and I could move on to 
new material.”

• “I know right away they didn’t get it, so I don’t 
have to wait for the test to figure out where they 
need help.”

Agile Teaching = Teaching in response to the immediate needs of the 
students, rather than teaching by rote



Pythagorean Theorem



Problem: On the graphic below what is the distance between 
home plate and 2nd base? 

Answer:  a. 160 ft.
b. 63.63 ft.
c. 127.27 ft.
d. 120 ft.



Learning is Invisible
Capturing the Visible Evidence of Invisible Learning

Randy Bass 
Assistant Provost for Teaching and Learning Initiatives at Georgetown University

Why did you choose C?



Students said:
• “Sometimes I think I understand things in class, 

but really, I don’t.”
• “It helps me figure out what I need to study.”
• “It’s better than waiting for the exam to find out 

you don’t get it.” 



2. Give opportunities 
for students to gauge 
their own learning

• While they have time to improve it.
• Feedback 
• Formative Assessments

Learning Autonomy = Taking ownership of one’s own learning



3. Give students problems to 
solve - that are sufficiently 
challenging 



Instructions: 
Using 6 pencils, 
create 4 
equilateral 
triangles 

with 1 pencil forming 
the side of each 
triangle.  



Equilateral Triangle
equi = equal lateral = sides



Human beings enjoy 
Problem Solving & Puzzles …
that are not too easy, and not too difficult

Daniel Willingham
Cognitive Psychologist, University of Virginia



The Goldilocks Rule
• Not too difficult
• Not too easy
• Just right



Too easy:
Simple recall of facts…
• Did you read (ans. on pg. 82)
• How’s your reading comprehension?

Example: formulas and definition of terms
• Pythagorean Theorem formula
• Definition of a soliloquy



Too difficult:
???



Use Questions that …
Require students to figure something out

A majority of students will get wrong!
Randall Phillis
Biology Professor at University of Mass-Amherst



What makes a good question?

• One that students must grapple with 
to figure out

• One whose solution requires 
foundation knowledge to solve

• One that is sufficiently challenging
• One that can be solved once 

students have put in the effort



What level of Bloom’s?



4. Help student apply and 
transfer knowledge
Transfer or Application questions
• Most challenging
• Un-situate the learner

New contexts
Multiple variables/ unknowns 



Transfer Q:
Hugging (Near transfer)
• Very similar contexts

Bridging (Far transfer)
• Significant leap between learning context 

and new context
• Guided practice
• Scaffolding



Transfer Q:

• Hugging (Near transfer)
• Very similar contexts

• Bridging (Far transfer)
• Significant leap between learning 

context and new context
• Guided practice
• Scaffolding



5. Encourage Collaborative 
learning



5. Encourage Collaborative 
learning
Benefits of collaboration 
• Verbalize ideas
• Challenge each other’s thinking
• Share, contribute
• Work together



Peer Instruction
Student-Centered approach to Teaching

Eric Mazur
Physics Professor, Harvard University

Discuss your rationale with your team 
Persuade your team members



Peer Instruction (format)
1. Students access flipped content
2. Mini-Lecture
3. Teacher poses Q.
4. Students respond individually
5. Students discuss in groups
6. Students respond again on their own



What makes a good question?



Do our students really understand?
What does it mean when … 
Students can readily solve the quantitative problem (a), 
but cannot answer the conceptual question (b)?

a b



• Lacked conceptual understanding of the 
material.

• Could not explain even the simplest of 
concepts in physics, even though many 
could work related problems. 

• Had memorized formulas, equations and 
procedures. 

• Gave the instructor high marks as a 
lecturer.

Students …





6. Help students think 
conceptually



Concept Tests:
• Short, informal, targeted
• Given during class lecture
• Can’t be solved using equations
• Are of intermediate difficulty

Gauge whether students …
• Understand key concepts, 

relationships
• Clarify concepts, Clear up 

misconceptions



(1) The glass without ice 
cubes
(2) The glass with ice 
cubes
(3) The two weigh the 
same

Ice less dense, occupies more volume. 
Each cube displaces the weight of the cube in water.
Think of the following: two beakers filled to the edge with 
water. Add an ice cube. The weight of the fluid lost over the
edge equals the weight of the ice cube.



Explanation
According to the Ideal Gas Law, when the 
temperature is reduced at constant 
pressure, the volume is reduced as well. 
The volume of the balloon therefore 
decreases. 
• PV = nRT



Explanation
The air inside the bottle is warm, due to 
heating by the sun. When the bottle is in 
the fridge, the air cools. As the temperature 
drops, the pressure in the bottle drops. 
Eventually, the pressure inside is 
sufficiently lower than the pressure outside 
(atmosphere) to begin to collapse the 
bottle.  





Reasoning with Models

We ask students … 
• To remember the model
• To remember the sequence of steps 
• To label the components of the model 

We DON’T ask students …
• To USE the model the way experts do

Model = how a system works



Reasoning with Models
How do experts use models?
• To predict outcomes based on the model

If you start with these conditions what does 
the model predict will be the outcome?

Reasoning: cause à effect



Predict outcomes
What do you predict will happen? Why?

Mangala Sharma
Professor of Physics and Astronomy at Ohio University

How would changing one variable affect others?



Try it

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kpcGlr62WHk

Physics: Demonstration Experiments

How would changing one variable affect others?









Socratic Question Types
1. Conceptual clarification 

• What is the nature of …?
• What exactly does this mean …?
• What do we already know about this?
• How does this relate to our 

discussion?



Socratic Question Types
2. Probing Assumptions 

• What else could we assume?
• What would happen if …?
• Do you agree or disagree with …?
• How did you choose those 

assumptions?



Socratic Question Types
3. Probing Reasons and Evidence 

• What do you think causes … ?
• How do you know this?
• How might it be refuted?
• What evidence is there to support 

what you are saying?



Socratic Question Types
4. Questioning Viewpoints/ Perspectives 

• What is another way to look at it?
• Who benefits from this?
• What would _____ say about it?
• What is a counter-argument for …?



Socratic Question Types
5. Probing Implications & Consequences 

• If __, then what would happen?
• How does ___ affect ___?
• How could ___ be used to ___?
• What are the consequences of that 

assumption?



Socratic Question Types
6. Questions about the Question

• Why do you think I asked this 
question?

• What else might I ask?
• What does that mean?
• What is the point of asking that 

question?


